0. Introduction.
Introduction.
Many features of the theory of commutative W*-algebras in Hilbert space have been shown to extend to appropriate operator algebras in Banach spaces (cf. [2; 3; 7] ). Recently an important gap in the theory was closed by Dieudonne [4] who obtained a multiplicity theory in the case that the adjoint £* of the underlying Banach space £ (and hence also X) was separable. In this paper a new approach is developed which does not require assumptions of separability and allows us to construct a multiplicity theory also for the algebra of adjoints in £* where the relevant topology is the weak star or ^-topology rather than the norm topology. Of the various treatments of multiplicity theory in Hilbert space our development is perhaps closest to that of Kelley [10] .
The analogue of a commutative IF*-algebra in a Banach space £ is the operator algebra 21 generated in the uniform topology by a complete Boolean algebra S3 of projections in X. For given x£J, the cyclic subspace determined by x is the manifold f0i(x) =clm {ylx| 4G2l} • A multiplicity function for 31 is a function m on 93 to cardinal numbers, the value m(E) being roughly the smallest number of cyclic subspaces required to span the range of E. The aim of multiplicity theory in this setting is to decompose the identity / in S3 into the sum of disjoint projections E of uniform multiplicity, i.e. projections such that m(F)=m(E), whenever Ot^F^E. In §2 such a decomposition theorem is proved to hold for any function on an abstract B.A. to cardinals which satisfies an appropriate condition of order continuity. Multiplicity functions are constructed respectively for S3 in X and 93* in X* in § §3 and 6 and the continuity condition is verified. Following a detailed analysis of the range of a projection of finite uniform multiplicity, one of the main results of the paper (Corollary 8.5) is obtained: A projection £ in S3 has finite multiplicity n if and only if its adjoint E* in 93* has multiplicity n. We have been unable to decide whether this result remains true for projections of infinite multiplicity.
Finally an application is made to the theory of spectral operators of scalar type developed by Dunford [7; 8] . If the resolution of the identity E(-) of
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use such an operator T contains no projections of infinite uniform multiplicity, then T is similarity equivalent, T = A~1NA, to a normal operator N on an appropriate Hilbert space § where the operator A: ■£-> § and its inverse are closed and densely defined. Moreover, A establishes a one to one correspondence between the subspaces of £ invariant under E(-) and those of § invariant under the resolution of the identity of N. This result may be compared with the theorem that every scalar type spectral operator in Hilbert space is similarity equivalent with a normal operator where the operator A yielding the equivalence is bounded. (This important theorem is a consequence of a result of Dixmier [6] and Mackey [ll, p. 146 ].)
1. Preliminaries. For convenience we shall summarize here some facts from the author's paper [3] where further details will be found. A Boolean algebra (B.A.) of projections in a real or complex Banach space is a family 58 of commuting projections containing 0 and I which is a B.A. under the operations E\J F = E+ F -EF, E /\ F = EF.
The corresponding ordering is that E^F if and only if EF = E. A given family {Ea ] of elements of 58 may have a least upper bound \/Ea or greatest lower bound l\Ea in 58, in which case one has the inclusions (V Ea)H 2 clm{ EJL\, (A Ea)l C C\ Eal, which follow directly from the formula for the ordering. (These inclusions are necessarily equalities whenever the family is finite.) The equations
are valid whenever the terms are defined(2). We say 58 is complete (or cr-complete) as an abstract B.A. if every family (sequence) has a least upper bound and greatest lower bound in 58. A stronger form of completeness is more useful, however. In what follows we shall call 58 complete if for every family {Ea}Q95, the projections \JEa and A£" exist in 58 and, moreover, Let C(K) be the Banach algebra of all continuous complex functions on a compact Hausdorff space and T he a continuous representation of C(K) into the algebra 8(3c) of bounded operators on a separable Banach space 3c. For each x£3c, x*£I*, there exists a regular measure p(-; x, x*) on the Borel sets of K such that (1) x*T(f)x = f f(k)p(dk; x, x*), fE C(K), i£I,j*G 36*.
Dieudonne studies such a representation under the hypothesis that T may be extended to a representation (again denoted by T) of the algebra B(K) of all bounded Borel functions on K into £(3c) such that (2) x*T(f)x= f f(k)p(dk; x,x*), f£ B(K), xE%, x* GI*.
The range of T on the characteristic functions in B(K) yields a B.A. 93 of projections in 3c which we may regard as a spectral measure E( ■) on the Borel sets of K. Condition (2) implies that x* E(-)x = p(-; x, x*) so the measures x*E(-) That the extension is unique follows easily from the distributivity.
Theorem.
Let m be a multiplicity function on a complete abstract B.A. 58. Then there is a unique family {En} of disjoint elements in 58, n running over the cardinals ^m(I), such that (i) /=V£", (ii) // £n?^0, £" has uniform multiplicity n.
Proof. We show first that each nonzero ££58 bounds a nonzero G£58 of uniform multiplicity.
For let »o = min {m(F) | O^F^E}. We shall denote by 6 the set of all ££S3 satisfying this condition. The multiplicity will first be defined on &, its unique extension to S3 being a consequence of Lemma 2.2.
3.1. Lemma. The set & is a dense a-ideal in S3. A projection belongs to CS if and only if it is the carrier projection of a vector in 3c.
Proof. We note first the purely algebraic fact that S is a cr-ideal. That it is an ideal is clear. Now suppose F= V™=1 £", where £"£S, and let F he the union of a family j£7|7£rj of disjoint elements of S3. Then for each fixed n, at most countably many of the products FnEy, yET, are different from zero. It follows that \y\EyFn9£0 for some n\ is at most countable. But this is the set of y for which £75^0, since for every 7, £7 = V"_! EyFn. Now let £ be the carrier projection of a vector x and suppose £ is the union of a family {£<,}, aEA, of disjoint elements of 93. By It will next be shown that S is a dense ideal. If ££93, then it bounds the carrier projection of every vector in its range. By Zorn's lemma we can find a maximal family of disjoint carrier projections Ey bounded by £. If the projection £ -V? Ey is not zero it bounds a carrier projection, so the maximally of the family implies £= \/Ey. Moreover, each Ey is in S as we have just shown.
Finally it must be shown that each ££S is the carrier projection of a vector. Since ££6
we may express £ is the union of a sequence of disjoint projections £" each of which is the carrier of a vector xn with | xn| S 1. Define x0= X)n-i 2~nx". Clearly £x0 = x0. We assert £ is the carrier of x0. For suppose that ££93 and £x0 = x0. Then for each n, It follows that \/am(Ea)^m(Eo). We now observe that there exists a sequence {Gk} of disjoint elements in 6 such that each Gk is bounded by some Eak and £o = V"-iGt. For we may consider families of disjoint projections in 58 each member of which is bounded by an Ea, and order these families by inclusion. By Zorn's lemma there exists a maximal family which must be countable, since £o£S. Clearly the union of this maximal family is £0. Now let w0= \lm(Ea). There exist families of vectors x\, k = l, 2, ■ • • , (some of whose members may be zero) such that |x*| £1, Gkxn = Xn, and
For each cardinal n^n0 define y"= Z*°=i 2-*a£. Then Gkyn = 2~kXn and
Thus m(E0) ^n0, showing m(EQ) = \Jm(Ea).
3.4. Theorem. Let 58 be a complete B.A. of projections in %. There exists a unique multiplicity function m defined on 58 with the property that for each E in 58 satisfying the countable chain condition, m(E) is the least cardinal power of a set of cyclic subspaces spanning the range of E. There is a unique decomposition of the identity I = \fEn into disjoint projections such that if En ^ 0, En has uniform multiplicity n.
Proof. This theorem follows immediately from the preceding lemma, Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. 4 . Structure of cyclic subspaces and the separation theorem. Suppose for the moment that X is a Hilbert space and 58 is a complete B.A. of self-adjoint projections. It will be convenient to regard 58 as a spectral measure on the Borel sets 2 of its Stone space fl. We recall that if/ is a Borel measurable complex function, the (in general unbounded) normal operator S(f) = faf(u)E(dui) has domain DiSif)) = |y| fj /(a,) | \Eido>)y,y) < oo| .
If xEx~, then 9)c(x) = \Sif)x\xED(Sif)) ]. In fact the correspondence Sif)x -*f defines an isometric isomorphism of the cyclic subspace 9)J(x) onto L2(fl, S, p), (where p = iEi-)x, x)), and operators of the form Sig) on SD'c(x) act under this isomorphism as multiplication by g in L2iQ, S, p). If a projection in 58 satisfies the countable chain condition and has multiplicity n, we may span its range by n orthogonal cyclic subspaces and the isomorphism extends to an isometric mapping of Z«sn 9)t(xi) onto Z«'an ^(fl, 2, ju,-), [September Pi= (E(-)xi, xt). Our aim is to recapture as much as possible of this structure when 3c is an arbitrary Banach space. The main obstacle is the lack of orthogonal complementation, and one must supply a substitute for the measures (E(-)x, x). A suitable representation for the range of £ will be obtained only in the case m(E) < <». However, there the similarity with the Hilbert space case is striking.
Our first objective will be to obtain a characterization of cyclic subspaces similar to that in Hilbert space. Hereafter 93 will be a complete B.A. of projections in a Banach space 3c. Regarding S3 as a spectral measure we recall (cf. [7, p. 340 
(g) S(f)E(e)^E(e)S(f) for eE2, (h) S(f) has an inverse if and only if E(f~x(0)) =0, in which case S(f) 1 = 5(1//), (i) x*S(f)x = faf(co)x*E(dw)x, xED(S(f)), x*£3c*.
If x££, it is clear that 9)c(x) 2 {S(f)x\xED(S(f))}. A certain amount of machinery will be required to prove that this inclusion is an equality. The fundamental tool is the separation theorem 4.3 proved below. For its proof we shall need some properties of the family 58* of adjoints of elements of 58. If ££58, then £* is a projection in £* whose range is the X-closed manifold {x*|x*(7-£)3E = 0}.Since£\/£ = £ + F-££and£A£ = £Fin 58 it follows that (£\/£)* = £*V£* and (EAF)* = E*AF*. Also E*^F* if and only if Proof. It is clear that without loss of generality we may suppose the carrier projection of x0 (cf. §3) is the identity I. Thus if 0?^££58, we have Exo^O, and I satisfies the countable chain condition. It will be convenient to isolate a portion of the argument.
Proposition.
If 0?^/7£58 there exists a projection G in 58 and a nonzero functional y*£3E* such that (i) G = A{£|y*£x = y*x, x£50c(x0)},
(ii) y*Cm) = (0),and (iii) O^G^F.
Proof of the Proposition. Let z*£X* be chosen so that z*(SK) = (0), while z*(£x0) 5^0. Let®= {££58|z*£x = z*£x, x£2)c(xo)}. Now if Eu £2£C«, -z*EiE2x = z*FE2x = z*E2Fx=z*F2x -z*Fx, x£9W(x0), so ® is closed under finite intersections.
Thus ® is a decreasing net when its members are directed by inclusion and therefore converges strongly to the projection G = A {E\ EE ©} Finally we obtain x* from y*. It is convenient again to regard 93 as a spectral measure. Let v denote the total variation of the measure y*E(-)xo.
Then there exists a function g in Li(Q, 2, v) such that "(«) = I g(e>)yo*E(dw)xo, e E 2. We close this section with a useful lemma.
4.7. Lemma. Let '3R be a closed invariant subspace and let yo££. There exists a maximal projection £o£58 such that £0yo£9Jc. Moreover, mr\mai -Eo)yo) = (o). If SDc((I -Eo)yo)C\Tly^(0), the same argument may be used to contradict the maximality of E0. If Tl(yo)C>\Wl = (0), then I-E0 is the carrier projection of yo (cf. §3). 5. Representation of £3c. In this section we shall examine the range of a projection £ of finite uniform multiplicity. Since every projection in 93 is the union of disjoint projections in & it will be sufficient to suppose £££.
To avoid notational difficulties we shall suppose the identity is in 6 and has finite uniform multiplicity n. Then there exist vectors X\, • • • , X" such that(3) 3c = V?=i yjl(Xi) and no smaller number of cyclic subspaces will span 3c. We shall see that the manifolds 9M(Xi) for such a minimal spanning set are all disjoint and that we may imbed 3c in a direct sum of £i spaces XX, Li(fi, 2, p/) analogous to the imbedding in a sum of L2 spaces in the classical Hilbert space case. The measures pt have the form x,*£( )x,; x*£3c*. This fact is the key to the later discussion of the duality between multiplicity in 3c and in 3c*. Remark. It is interesting to note in connection with Lemma 5.1 that 3c is not in general the algebraic direct sum of the manifolds 9JJ(xi). In fact, Dieudonne [5] has constructed an ingenious example of a space 3c and B.A. of projections such that every nonzero ££33 has multiplicity two. However, for no choice of xi and x2 or ££33 is £3c the algebraic direct sum of 9W(£xi) and 9W(£x2). x£3c, x*£3c*. These facts are proved in [3] . For a given x*£3c* we define 9l(x*) to be the span in the 3c-topology of the set of vectors {E*x*|£*£93*} ; and call it the cyclic subspace generated by x*. These subspaces will be the building blocks for the multiplicity theory in 3c*. The symbol S* will denote the family of projections in S3* which satisfy the countable chain condition. Clearly £*£S* if and only if ££S. The projection A {£*| £*x* =x*} is called the carrier projection of x*. 6.1. Lemma. The family S* is a dense o-ideal in 33*. Each £*£g* is the carrier projection of a vector in 3c*.
Proof. The first statement is clear. To prove the second let £*£6* and recall that £ is the carrier of a vector x0£3c, by Lemma 3.1. Let x* be chosen as in Corollary 4.4. Replacing x* if necessary by £*x*, we may suppose £*x0*=x*. Suppose £*£93* and £*x0* = x*. Then (7*-£*)x* = 0. Thus x*(I -£)x0 = 0, from which it follows £x0 = x0. Thus £^£ so £*^£*, showing £* is the carrier of x*.
Not every carrier projection in 93* belongs to S* as one sees from the following example. Let R be the real line, T be the cr-field of all subsets of R and y be the measure which assigns to each point in R the mass one. Taking X = Z,i(£, T, y), H* = M(R), the Banach space of all bounded functions on R.
For e£r define (E(e)f)(r) = d'Tf(r) where 5, = 0 if r£e, 5^= 1 if r£e. The B.A.
of such projections is complete and £ corresponds to the countable sets. If x* is the function identically one in M(R), its carrier is /* which is not in &*.
6.2. Definition. If £*££* we define m(E*), the multiplicity of £*, to be the smallest cardinal power of a set A of vectors such that £*£* is spanned in the -E-topology by the manifolds { 9t(x*) |x*£.4 }.
The next lemma establishes the required continuity properties.
6.3. Lemma. If £*, F*£g* and £*^£*, then m(F*)^m(E*). If {£*} Cg* and £* = V£^£g*, then m(Et) = Vm(£*).
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Lemma 3.3. For example, in the proof of the second statement one shows, using Zorn's lemma as before, that £*= V".! G*, where each G* belongs to S* and dominates some £*n. There exist families {x** J such that G*x~* is spanned in the I-topology by the manifolds {5ft(x**) 11 g n g n0 ], n0 = Vw(£*). The functionals y* = Zt"-i 2~*x** span £*£*. Now Theorem 2.3 yields 6.4. Theorem. There exists a unique multiplicity function m defined on 58* with the property that for each £*£S*, m(F*) is the least cardinal power of a set of cyclic subspaces spanning £*£* in the H-topology. There is a unique decomposition of the identity I* = VF* into disjoint projections such that if F*9±0, F* has uniform multiplicity n.
7. Cyclic subspaces and separation theorem in £*. We may also consider 58* as a projection valued measure on the Borel sets 2 of 12. Now the measures £*(-)x*x are countably additive for each x£X, x*££*. However, the vector measures £*(-)x* may not be countably additive unless J is reflexive. If / is a bounded Borel function the integral S*(f) =faf(oi)E*(du) exists in the uniform operator topology and clearly the operator S*(f) is just the adjoint S(f)* of S(f) =/n/(co)£(c/co). Thus if/ is an unbounded function we are led to define S*(f) to be the adjoint of the closed, densely defined operator S(f). That is, D(S*(f)) is the set of all x* such that z*(x) =x*S(f)x is continuous for x in D(S(f)) and S*(f)x* = z* for x*£Z>(5*(/)).
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and will be omitted. and S*(g)S*(f)x* = S*(f)S*(g)x*.
The next task is to prove that 9?(x*) = {S*(f)x*\x*ED(S*(f))}. For this and other purposes we shall need a separation theorem analogous to Theorem 4.3. 7 .2. Theorem.
Let 9t be an H-closed invariant subspace in 3c* and let x* be a functional whose carrier is in S*. If sJJP\9c(x*) = (0), then there exists a vector x0£3c such that (1) y*(x0) =0for ally*E% (2) S*(f)x*xo>0 for each bounded non-negative Borel function f such that S*(/)x0Vo.
Proof. We shall merely outline the proof as it is similar to that of Theorem 4.3. As before it is sufficient to suppose the carrier of x* is the identity I*. It is well known that the 3c-continuous linear functionals on 3c* are precisely those induced by elements of 3;. Also one knows (cf. [3] ) that if \ G*} is a decreasing net in 93*, lim G*x*(x) = (AG*)x*(x) for x£3c, x*£3c*. Using these two facts it follows much as before that if 0^E*£93*, there exists a projection G* in 93* and a nonzero vector y in 3c such that (i) G* = A{£*|£*x*y = x*y, x*£9fc(x0*)},
(ii) y*y = 0 fory*£9t, (iii) 0^G*^F*. Now using Zorn's lemma express I* as the union of a sequence of disjoint projections G*, each of which satisfies (i) for an appropriate vector yn of norm one. The vector Xo is obtained from yo = Y,n-i 2~nyn by the formula Xo = S(f)y0, where/ is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of tot. var. x*E(-)y0 with respect to x*E(-)y0.
7.3. Theorem. 7/x*£3c*, then 9c(*"*) = \S*(f)x0*\ xo* ED(S*(f))\.
Proof. It is clear from Lemma 7.1 that each functional S*(f)x* is in sJi(x*). To prove the converse it will be sufficient to suppose the carrier of x* is in (£*, since in any case it is the union of disjoint projections in C£*. as ga-^f weakly. Thus z*£(cf)x = .S*(/-K'(j)x*x. By a limiting argument z*E(em)x = S*(f-kem)x*x, and since x is arbitrary, £*(e,")z* = 5*(/-^em)x*. It now follows easily that x*£Z5(S*(/)) and z* = S*(/)x*. Analogous to Lemma 4.7 we have 7.4. Lemma. Let 9J be an Ti-closed invariant subspace in X* and let yj££*. There exists a maximal projection £o*£58* such that E*y*E^l-Moreover mnyiai*-E*)x*) = io).
The proof is similar and will be omitted. 8. Representation of £*£*. We turn now to the representation of £*£* when £*£g* and has finite uniform multiplicity n. The results are parallel to those in £. The weaker form of completeness enjoyed by 58* leads to a weaker form of the representation theorem, as the relevant topology in X* is now the J-topoIogy. As before we shall suppose for convenience that £* is the identity /*. The map U is continuous when 3c* and 2Z?_i Li(Q, 2, vi) have their norm topologies and also when 3c* has its %-topology and Y*t-i Ei(to, 2, vi) has its weak topology. showing the continuity of t7 when X* has its X-topology and Z"=i -^i(^. 2, j»<) has its weak topology. If 3c is separable then m(E) =m(E*) for every ££93.
Proof. For each integer n let E" and F* he respectively the projections of uniform multiplicity n of Theorems 3.4 and 6.4. Then £*=£*, the adjoint of £", in view of Theorem 8.4. Since 3c is separable £0 = J-V"-i £n is zero or has uniform multiplicity fc^o. To complete the proof it is sufficient to prove that if £0^0, then m(E*) =K0-However, m(E*) ^Xo since if 3c is separable, it is well known that the unit sphere in 3c* is compact metric and hence separable in the 3c-topology. By definition of the projections £*, £* can have no part of finite nonzero multiplicity.
9. Similarity equivalence. We recall (cf. [7] ) that a bounded linear operator Q on a complex Banach space is a spectral operator of scalar type if it possesses a resolution of the identity £(•) defined on the Borel sets 2 of the complex plane s$ and Q = f"(Q)\E(d\), where o(Q) is the spectrum of Q. The resolution of the identity is a projection valued measure which is countably additive in the strong operator topology and satisfies EW) = I, E((b) = 0, E(e)Q = QE(e), e £ 2 o-(Q; E(e)X) C e, e £ 2, where o(Q; £(e)3c) denotes the spectrum of the restriction of Q to the subspace E(e)1. If we denote the range of E( ■) by 93, then 93 is a cr-complete B.A. of projections and its closure 93s in the strong operator topology is complete (cf.
[3]). Thus the multiplicity theory of the preceding sections is applicable to 93s. We now impose the assumption that 93'' contains no projections of infinite uniform multiplicity.
Our objective will be to show that, with this restriction, the operator Q is, in a suitable sense, similarity equivalent to a normal operator on a Hilbert space. However, rather than to seek the maximum generality it will be convenient to suppose that 93 is itself complete and satisfies the countable chain condition. Both these properties hold for 93 if 3c is separable, so this will be assumed for the rest of this section.
By Theorem 3.4 there exist disjoint projections £n, n = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , such that 7= V"=i En and each £" is either zero or has uniform multiplicity «.(By our assumption above £«0 = 0.) Corresponding to each n there is a Borel set en in the plane such that £" =£(e"). We may suppose the sets en are disjoint and ^3 = U^°_ j en. It was shown in Corollary 8.5 that m(E) =m(E*) for all projections of finite multiplicity.
We have no information on this question. It is undecided even whether £* has infinite uniform multiplicity when £ has infinite uniform multiplicity. A related question concerns invariant subspaces. If 9JJ is an invariant subspace we may define the multiplicity of 93 in 90?. If 9Ki C9ft2 it is to be expected that nti(E) gm2(E), ££93. This is true if S3 contains no projections of infinite uniform multiplicity, but the question is open in general. Bibliography
